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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the
mean streets of Hell s capitol city to the well-appointed condominiums of Miskatonic Valley Planned
Community, these 13 stories explore where unexpected realities and familiar horrors meet. Face
lifeboat economics with the unsinkable Mr. Pinneped, hunt witches in Colonial Massachusetts,
dodge suicide bombers in a quiet American city, and take a guided tour of New York s most haunted
house. This book will take you places that you have never imagined, and you will never forget.
Advance Praise for One Day in Hell: This is why we read short fiction: the shock of the unexpected
and the thrill of discovery. Gregory Adams writes stories that are clever, inventive, fun, and a joy to
read. They are light and dark at once, and offer the pleasant sting of subversion and strangeness we
find in the masters of the form. ---Brendan Halpin, author of Enter the Bluebird, Donorboy, and It
Takes a Worried Man Inspired by the tentacular monstrosities that wait without, and seasoned with
enough humor to make you laugh, Adams writing is a...
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish this ebook.
-- Nathan Cruickshank-- Nathan Cruickshank

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the ebook. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mariano Spinka-- Mariano Spinka
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